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Supplementary Information Text 

Supplementary Methods:  

Sample collection  

All samples were collected by divers on SCUBA in November 2015 around the island of 

Curaҫao (12.1696° N, 68.9900° W). Samples for microscopy were taken by suctioning water and 

mucus directly off the surface of the coral, the algae, and the coral-algal interface using a 3 mL 

blunt tip syringe. Coral and algal samples were taken 10 cm away from the interface (Figure 1) by 

suctioning 100 μL of surface-associated water and mucus every 0.5 cm over a 10 cm transect 

parallel to the interface, yielding a total sample volume of 2 mL. A similar process was conducted 

along a 10 cm transect of the interface.  

Biopsies for metagenomic and metabolomic analysis were taken using an underwater power 

drill (Nemo Power Tools, Santa Clara, CA, USA). Biopsies, 1 cm in diameter and 1 cm in length, 

were collected in a transect perpendicular to the coral-algal interface (Figure 1). The coral and 

algal samples were taken 10 cm away from the interface on their respective sides. The Interface 

samples were taken directly at the interface of the coral and turf algae. Biopsies for metabolomic 

analysis were placed into 10 mL of LCMS grade 70% methanol and 30% water for metabolite 

extraction and later analyzed via liquid chromatography tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS). 

Samples for Metagenomic analysis were placed in RNA Later (Thermo Fisher Scientific, 

Waltham, MA, USA) and stored at -80° C after 30 min.  

Epifluorescence microscopy  

Microscopy samples were divided into two aliquots in order to analyze both viral 

abundance and microbial size via SYBR and DAPI staining respectively. SYBR aliquots were 

fixed with microscopy grade paraformaldehyde at 1% final concentration, vacuum filtered onto a 

0.02 µm Anodisc filter (Whatman Inc., Florham Park, NJ, USA), stained with SYBR Gold (5 X final 

concentration; Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA), and mounted on microscope slides. DAPI aliquots 

were fixed with microscopy grade glutaraldehyde at 2% final concentration, vacuum filtered onto 

a 0.2 µm Anodisc filter (Whatman Inc., Florham Park, NJ, USA), stained with DAPI (5 μg∙mL-1 

final concentration; Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA), and mounted on microscope slides. The 
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stained filters were imaged using an epifluorescence microscope (excitation/emission: 358/461 

nm) at 600× magnification and were quantified using Image Pro software (Media Cybernetics). 

Calculation of metabolic power output  

Metabolic power was calculated using the methods of McDole et al., 2012 (1). Briefly, 

whole organism metabolic rate (I), defined as the amount of energy per unit time that an 

individual organism requires, was calculated using Equation 1:  

𝐼 = 𝑖0𝑀
𝛼𝑒−𝐸 𝑘𝑇⁄  

Where 𝑖0 is the mass-independent normalization constant, M is the wet weight of the organism in 

grams, and α is the scaling exponent. The effects of temperature on metabolic rate are accounted 

for by  𝑒−𝐸 𝑘𝑇⁄  where E is the activation energy, k is Boltzmann's constant (8.62 × 10−5 eV∙ K−1), 

and T is the water temperature (in Kelvin) at the site at the time of collection. Community-level 

metabolic rates were calculated by summing the individual metabolic rates (I) for all microbes in a 

sample. 

Metagenome generation and analysis  

Total DNA was extracted from coral punches using the AllPrep DNA/RNA kit (Qiagen). 

Metagenomic libraries were constructed using Illumina Nextera XT library preparation kits and 

sequenced at the SDSU sequencing facility via 96-plex sequencing with 600 cycles using the 

MiSeq platform with 2 x 300 pair-end read chemistry. Raw reads were quality-filtered by removing 

short reads (<60 bp), reads with quality scores <20, reads with >1% ambiguous bases, low 

complexity reads (entropy>70), and duplicate reads, using the program PRINSEQ (2). Quality 

filtered metagenomic libraries were aligned using SUPERFOCUS (3) and the SEED hierarchical 

database of BLASTX-translated protein orthologs classified according to putative functional 

families (4). Relative abundances of taxa and functional gene classifications within each 

metagenome were used as input to the multivariate statistical and distance-based analyses 

described in the statistical analysis section. 

Shotgun sequence metagenomic libraries generated a total of 19,388,513 raw reads with 

an average of 1,077,140 reads per sample (+ 148,402 raw reads per sample). This resulted in 

18,819,251 quality-filtered reads with an average of 1,045,514 quality-filtered reads per sample (+ 
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144,414 reads) of which an average of 12.3% (+ 3%) were bacterial and < 0.5% (+ 0.07%) were 

non-bacterial microbes. More information and statistics on metagenomic libraries can be found in 

Table S3.  

Bioinformatics search for prophage in metagenomes  

Unassembled metagenomic reads were queried using Fragment Recruit Assembly 

Purification (FRAP, https://github.com/yinacobian/frap) against a prophage protein database and 

bacterial genome reference dataset. FRAP uses the SMALT pairwise sequence alignment 

program where we chose an ≥80% nucleotide identity for the complete query read against both 

databases (5). The prophage protein dataset consisted of 1.5 million contigs from PhiSpy 

predicted proteins in the NCBI RefSeq database and the bacterial genome database contained 

66,000 complete bacterial genomes from NCBI RefSeq (6,7). Our metric for percent prophage 

was determined by dividing the number of hits to the PhiSpy predicted protein database by the 

hits to the NCBI bacterial genome reference set.  

Ultra-Performance Liquid Chromatography – Tandem Mass Spectrometry  

The extracted metabolites were separated with UltiMate 3000 Ultra-Performance Liquid 

Chromatography (UPLC) system (Thermo Scientific) using a KinetexTM 1.7mm C18 reversed 

phase UHPLC column (50 mm x 2.1 mm). The gradient used for the chromatographic separation 

consists of two solvents, solvent A (2% acetonitrile and 98% of 0.1% formic acid in LC-MS grade 

water) and solvent B (98% acetonitrile and 2% of 0.1% formic acid in LC-MS grade water). The 

gradient started with 90%-10% of solvent A and B respectively for 1.5 minutes followed by a step 

wise gradient change of 10% every 30 sec. for 2 minutes. Then the 50%-50% mixture was held 

for 2 min., followed by the increase of solvent B from 50% (50%-50%) to 100% (0%-100%) in 6 

min. The 100% solvent B was held for 30 sec. Within the next 30 sec., the mixture changed from 

0%-100% to a 90%-10% mixture and was kept at this mixture for another 30 sec. Throughout the 

run, the flow rate was kept constant at 0.5 mL∙min-1. 

A Maxis Q-TOF mass spectrometer (MS) (Bruker Daltonics) was coupled to the UPLC 

system, directly measuring the compounds coming off the LC-column. The spectrometer was 

equipped with an electrospray ionization (ESI) source (200 °C). Positive ion mode acquired MS 
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spectra in the range of 50 – 2000 m/z. Prior to data collection, the spectrometer was externally 

calibrated with ESI-L Low Concentration Tuning Mix (Agilent technologies, Santa Clara, CA, 

USA). Throughout runs, Hexakis (1H,1H,3H-tetrafluorpropoxy) phosphazene (Synquest 

Laboratories, Alachua, FL, USA; m/z 922.0098) was used as the internal calibrant. Both MS1 and 

MS2 had a nebulizer gas pressure (nitrogen) of 2 bar, dry gas flow of 9 L∙min-1 source 

temperature, and a capillary voltage of 4500 V. MS1 had a spectral rate of 3 Hz, and MS2 a 

spectral rate of 10 Hz. To obtain MS/MS fragmentation, the ten most intense ions per MS1 scan 

were introduced into the MS2, where they were fragmented using collision-induced dissociation. 

Automatic exclusion was used where an ion would be ignored in more than 3 scans, but when 

intensity was 2.5x the previous scan it would be re-fragmented. 

Feature Table Generation 

 The raw datafiles from the MS machine were converted into .mzXML files with the 

Bruker Data Analysis software version 4.1. The .mzXML files are available on the MassIVE 

database (massive.ucsd.edu) under number MSV000080597 and MSV000080632 (same 

dataset). The .mzXML files were imported into MZmine (8). Mass detection threshold for MS1 

was 3.00E+03, and 1.00E+02 for MS2. For building the chromatogram a minimum peak height of 

6.00E+03, with a minimum peak duration of 1.00E-2 was set, together with a mass error of 

2.50E+01 ppm, and 5.00E-02 m/z. For deconvolution, we used a baseline cutoff, with the 

minimum peak height of 4.00E+03, peak duration range of 0.01 to 3 min., and a baseline level of 

1.00E+03. The m/z range for MS2 scan paring was set to 5.00E-02 Da, and the retention time 

range was set to 0.2 min. Isotope peaks were grouped with the m/z tolerance set to 5.00E-02 or 

25 ppm, and a retention time tolerance of 0.1 and a maximum charge of 4. The representative 

isotope would be the most intense one. Features of different samples are aligned with an m/z 

tolerance of 5.00E0.2 m/z or 25 ppm with a weight for m/z of 75. Retention time tolerance for 

alignment was set to 0.1 with a weight of 25. The peak list is filtered for a minimum of 2 peaks in 

a row, and 2 peaks in an isotope pattern. Only peaks with an MS2 scan were kept. Duplicated 

peaks were filtered out using the m/z tolerance of 5.00E-02 m/z or 25 ppm, and a retention time 

tolerance of 0.1. Gap filling occurred with an intensity tolerance of 10%, m/z tolerance of 5.00E-
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02 m/z or 25 ppm, and a retention time tolerance of 0.15. The data was exported into a .CSV file 

(feature table) and a .mgf file for GNPS. 

Molecular Network Generation 

Molecular networks were created on GNPS using the molecular networking workflow with 

a cosine score above 0.65 and more than 4 matched peaks. Further edges between two nodes 

were kept in the network if and only if each of the nodes appeared in each other's respective top 

20 most similar nodes. The spectra in the network were then searched against GNPS's spectral 

libraries. The library spectra were filtered in the same manner as the input data. All matches kept 

between network spectra and library spectra were required to have a score above 0.7 and at 

least 4 matched peaks. The GNPS buckettable was downloaded after network analysis and 

spectral intensities used to identify differential metabolites between coral, algae and interface. 

The molecular network used to identify the ceramide molecule is available here: 

https://gnps.ucsd.edu/ProteoSAFe/status.jsp?task=15cfb993ddb24c4986f40c62510b9661. 

Molecular Formula assignment and calculation of Nominal Oxidation State of Carbon 

For formula assignment the .mgf file generated by MZMine2 (9) was imported into 

SIRIUS 4.0.1 (https://bio.informatik.uni-jena.de/sirius/) for molecular structure identification. 

SIRIUS 4.0.1 was used to generate putative molecular formulas with an allowed mass deviation 

of 0.0020 ppm. The formula with the highest probability (nr 1 predictor as identified by SIRIUS 

4.0.1) was used to calculate the Nominal Oxidation State of Carbon (NOSC) as described in 

Graham et al., 2017 (10) using: 

𝑁𝑂𝑆𝐶 = −(
−𝑍 + 4𝑎 + 𝑏 + 3𝑐 − 2𝑑 + 5𝑒 − 2𝑓

𝑎
) + 4 

where a, b, c, d, e, and f are the numbers of C, H, N, O, P, and S atoms respectively in a given 

organic molecule and Z is net charge of the organic molecule. These NOSCs were then used to 

calculate the Gibbs Fee Energy of Carbon Oxidation (∆Go
Cox) of these compounds using the 

methods described in LaRowe and Van Cappellen, 2011 (11). 

Statistical Analysis  

All tests were conducted with an alpha of 0.05 (95% confidence level). A one-way 

analysis of variance (ANOVA) followed by a Tukey post hoc analysis were used to test for 

https://gnps.ucsd.edu/ProteoSAFe/status.jsp?task=15cfb993ddb24c4986f40c62510b9661
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significant differences in viral abundance, bacterial abundance, bacterial size, bacterial metabolic 

power output, virus to microbe ratio, bacterial taxa, functional genes, NOSCs, ∆Go
Cox, and 

ceramide abundance by treatments (i.e., an effect of coral, algae, interface). Data were further 

analyzed with linear regression comparing log (viral abundance) and virus to microbe ratio to log 

(bacterial abundance) and comparing cell division genes and total bacterial biomass to the 

Bacteroidetes to Firmicutes ratio. All the aforementioned statistical analyses were performed 

using JMP 14 software (SAS Software). All dendrograms were produced using the Wards 

hierarchical clustering function in JMP 14. Two-way dendrogram heat maps, were produced by 

using the two-way clustering function in JMP 14.  

 All random forests analyses were performed in R using the 'rfPermute' in combination 

with the ‘randomForest’ package (12). In supervised random forests, the competition outcome 

(i.e., winning or losing) of each sample was given and used for the learning process to identify 

winning or losing samples based on the metabolomic, taxonomic, and functional gene data. 

Supervised random forests were done within a group of samples identified as either coral, algae, 

or interface. The variable importance plots (VIPs) from the random forests were used to identify 

the molecules, taxa, and functional genes that best distinguished winning and losing interactions 

within the three groups (i.e., coral, algae, interface). The top ten variables from each VIP was 

used to construct two-way dendrograms for distinguishing winning and losing interactions in each 

sample type in JMP 14. 
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Figure S1: Map of sampling sites around the island of Curaçao. Surface-associated samples 

were taken at each site by suction from the surface of the coral, the algae, and the interface over 

a 10 cm transect parallel with the interface. Tissue samples were taken at each site using an 

underwater power drill taking a biopsy 1 cm in diameter and 1 cm in depth. All samples were 

taken from coral-algal interactions at a 10-15 m depth.  
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Figure S2. Two-way heat map constructed using functional genes at level 1 of the SEED 

hierarchical database. Green, red, and blue branches represent the three significant clusters. The 

branch tips are labeled to describe the site number (1-6), the sample type (C: coral, I: interface, 

A: algae), the type of coral (D = D. stigosa, O = O. faveolata, and whether the coral in the 

interaction was winning (W) or losing (L). Redder indicates relatively higher abundances and 

bluer indicates relatively lower abundances. 
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Figure S3. Two-way heat map constructed using functional genes at level 3 of the SEED 

hierarchical database. Green, red, and blue branches represent the three significant clusters. The 

branch tips are labeled to describe the site number (1-6), the sample type (C: coral, I: interface, 

A: algae), the type of coral (D = D. stigosa, O = O. faveolata, and whether the coral in the 

interaction was winning (W) or losing (L). Redder indicates relatively higher abundances and 

bluer indicates relatively lower abundances. 
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Figure S4. Two-way heat map constructed using bacterial phyla. Green, red, and blue represent 

branches the three significant clusters. The branch tips are labeled to describe the site number 

(1-6), the sample type (C: coral, I: interface, A: algae), the type of coral (D = D. strigosa, O = O. 

faveolata, and whether the coral in the interaction was winning (W) or losing (L). Redder indicates 

relatively higher abundances and bluer indicates relatively lower abundances. 
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Figure S5. Two-way heat map constructed using bacterial orders. Green, red, and blue branches 

represent the three significant clusters. The branch tips are labeled to describe the site number 

(1-6), the sample type (C: coral, I: interface, A: algae), the type of coral (D = D. strigosa, O = O. 

faveolata, and whether the coral in the interaction was winning (W) or losing (L). Redder indicates 

relatively higher abundances and bluer indicates relatively lower abundances. 
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Figure S6. Two-way heat map constructed using metabolites. Green and red branches represent 

the two significant clusters. The branch tips are labeled to describe the site number (1-6), the 

sample type (C: coral, I: interface, A: algae), the type of coral (D = D. stigosa, O = O. faveolata, 

and whether the coral in the interaction was winning (W) or losing (L). Redder indicates relatively 

higher abundances and bluer indicates relatively lower abundances. 
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Figure S7. Box plots of the percent relative abundance of the two phyla where the interface 

samples were significantly different than both the coral and the algal samples. (N = 18, Tukey 

post hoc **p ≤ 0.05, ***p ≤ 0.01) 
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Figure S8. Box plots of the percent relative abundance of the two level 1 SEED subsystems 

where the interface samples were significantly different than both the coral and the algal samples. 

(N = 18, Tukey post hoc*p ≤ 0.1, **p ≤ 0.05, ***p ≤ 0.01) 
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Figure S9. Mirror plot of spectral match for ceramide 18:1/16:0. The GNPS library reference 
is on the bottom in green with the spectra for the compound in the coral and interface samples is 
shown above in black. Note, the high intensity peak at 264.2 is decisive for the 18:0 backbone.   
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Figure S10. Molecular network of ceramides in coral, algal, and interface metabolomics 

data from GNPS. The structure of known ceramide is shown along with its less saturated form. 

Edges are labeled by the mass difference between related nodes and known biochemical 

transformations are highlighted. The nodes are colored in a pie chart based on the total spectral 

intensity between coral, algae, and interface according to the color legend. 
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Figure S11. Variable importance plot of functional genes (SEED level 3) from random forest 

classification analysis based on winning and losing corals. Variable are ranked from highest to 

lowest according to their mean decrease in accuracy. 
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Figure S12. Variable importance plot of functional genes (SEED level 3) from random forest 

classification analysis based on winning and losing algae. Variable are ranked from highest to 

lowest according to their mean decrease in accuracy. 
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Figure S13. Variable importance plot of functional genes (SEED level 3) from random forest 

classification analysis based on winning and losing interfaces. Variable are ranked from highest 

to lowest according to their mean decrease in accuracy. 
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Figure S14. Variable importance plot of bacterial orders from random forest classification 

analysis based on winning and losing corals. Variable are ranked from highest to lowest 

according to their mean decrease in accuracy. 
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Figure S15. Variable importance plot of bacterial orders from random forest classification 

analysis based on winning and losing algae. Variable are ranked from highest to lowest according 

to their mean decrease in accuracy. 
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Figure S16. Variable importance plot of bacterial orders from random forest classification 

analysis based on winning and losing interfaces. Variable are ranked from highest to lowest 

according to their mean decrease in accuracy. 
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Figure S17. Variable importance plot of metabolites from random forest classification analysis 

based on winning and losing corals. Variable are ranked from highest to lowest according to their 

mean decrease in accuracy. The first number is the GNPS annotation number, the following 

number is the mass to charge ratio, the third number is the retention time, the fourth number is 

the network subcluster ID where -1 indicates a single looped compound. This is followed by the 

putative molecular formula for all molecules where annotation was possible. 
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Figure S18. Variable importance plot of metabolites from random forest classification analysis 

based on winning and losing algae. Variable are ranked from highest to lowest according to their 

mean decrease in accuracy. The first number is the GNPS annotation number, the following 

number is the mass to charge ratio, the third number is the retention time, the fourth number is 

the network subcluster ID where -1 indicates a single looped compound. This is followed by the 

putative molecular formula for all molecules where annotation was possible. 
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Figure S19. Variable importance plot of metabolites from random forest classification analysis 

based on winning and losing interfaces. Variable are ranked from highest to lowest according to 

their mean decrease in accuracy. The first number is the GNPS annotation number, the following 

number is the mass to charge ratio, the third number is the retention time, the fourth number is 

the network subcluster ID where -1 indicates a single looped compound. This is followed by the 

putative molecular formula for all molecules where annotation was possible. 
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Figure S20. Relative abundance of prophages in metagenomes. (n = 18, **P ≤ 0.05, ***P ≤ 0.01) 
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Table S1: Sample metadata. 

Sample 

Site 

 

Latitude Longitude Coral Algae Competition 

type 

1 12.06529 -68.7606812 D.strigosa Turf Coral losing 

2 12.0431461 -68.767952 O. faveolata Turf Coral winning 

3 12.035203 -68.795311 D.strigosa Turf Coral losing 

4 12.050662 -68.8342896 D.strigosa Turf Coral winning 

5 12.1903019 -69.0226288 O. faveolata Turf Coral winning 

6 12.2352629 -69.1032791 O. faveolata Turf Coral losing 
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Table S2: Site-level water chemistry data. Site-level data including phosphate, nitrite, nitrite + 
nitrate, ammonium, and dissolved organic carbon (DOC) concentrations reported in micromolar 
(µM). Note, there were no significant differences between coral species, or between competition 
outcomes for any of the site level variables recorded.  

Site Coral type Phosphate 

(µM) 

Nitrite  

(µM) 

Nitrite + 

Nitrate (µM) 

Ammonium

(µM) 

DOC 

(µM) 

1 D. strigosa 

losing 

0.04495 0.17145 0.3715 1.029255 69.66 

 

2 O. faveolata 

winning  

0.0955 0.1813 0.466 0.33099 67.96 

3 D. strigosa 

losing 

0.13575 0.8605 9.22 1.1420925 79.08 

4 D. strigosa 

winning 

0.010011 0.08565 0.4925 0.934164 72.89 

5 O. faveolata 

winning 

0.0546 0.179 0.342 2.325 91.05 

6 O. faveolata 

losing 

0.123 0.1828 1.325 8.18537  

ANOVA p-

value for 

winning 

and losing 

 0.2722 0.3276 0.3168 0.4075 0.7828 

ANOVA p-

value for 

coral 

species 

 0.5526 0.4785 0.491 0.3356 0.5883 
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Table S3: Metagenomic library details. Just as in the main text, sample names are labeled to 

describe the site number (1-6), the sample type (C: coral, I: interface, A: algae), the type of coral 

(D = D. strigosa, O = O. faveolata, and whether the coral in the interaction was winning (W) or 

losing (L).  

 

Sample 
name 

# of reads 
pre QC 

# of reads 
post QC 

Host 
(%) 

Host 
(reads) 

Bacteria 
(%) 

Bacteria 
(reads) 

Protist 
(%) 

Protist 
(reads) 

Archaea 
(%) 

Archaea 
(reads) 

Virus 
(%) 

Virus  
(reads) 

Unclassified  
(%) 

Unclassified 
(reads) 

1 C D L 1465793 1419816 98.360078 1441755 0.822430512 11677 0.309142045 4389 0.003168882 45 0.162685161 2310 0.342495077 4863 

1 I D L 793526 758160 93.865282 744845 4.866123246 36893 0.268904149 2039 0.067390888 511 0.100276438 760 0.832023416 6308 

1 A D L 230067 223401 74.958626 172455 23.56703864 52649 0.198268001 443 0.626580589 1400 0.028486241 64 0.621000057 1387 

2 C O W 2572816 2501413 97.780174 2515704 0.931913283 23311 0.288824359 7225 0.012472415 312 0.454701441 11374 0.531914894 13305 

2 I O W 653428 619257 86.592579 565820 12.15182065 75251 0.242190361 1500 0.216195263 1339 0.034545986 214 0.762669076 4723 

2 A O W 965669 928129 62.153498 600197 36.21737927 336144 0.193882033 1799 0.570982588 5299 0.057399135 533 0.806859345 7489 

3 C D L 1063274 1058088 98.043386 1042470 1.05662289 11180 0.385850215 4083 0.004347076 46 0.044718719 473 0.46507468 4921 

3 I D L 879219 852962 71.925365 632381 26.49121532 225960 0.40033795 3415 0.061175764 522 0.053971793 460 1.067933677 9109 

3 A D L 1088614 1050354 69.91405 761094 28.58255407 300218 0.23912003 2512 0.517934747 5440 0.029307445 308 0.717033287 7531 

4 C D W 1656496 1610586 97.905338 1621798 0.802130405 12919 0.3141605 5060 0.003289964 53 0.448846928 7229 0.526234329 8475 

4 I D W 429451 416244 91.112385 391283 7.135718473 29702 0.30433754 1267 0.151568262 631 0.09425388 392 1.201736964 5002 

4 A D W 661053 644422 84.79583 560545 13.30339436 85730 0.397759934 2563 0.287926068 1855 0.298524867 1924 0.916564632 5907 

5 C O W 1532535 1511462 98.335849 1507031 0.954373977 14425 0.309591059 4679 0.005093699 77 0.06931448 1048 0.325778055 4924 

5 I O W 900394 874791 95.852206 863048 3.009175906 26324 0.279785127 2448 0.065031755 569 0.0569714 498 0.736830111 6446 

5 A O W 144160 141209 64.66567 93222 33.55593482 47384 0.19826254 280 0.898554152 1269 0.044313146 63 0.637265246 900 

6 C O L 1628373 1572820 98.262022 1600072 1.028725474 16180 0.279827568 4401 0.003051277 48 0.191559043 3013 0.234814311 3693 

6 I O L 2141143 2072880 96.768028 2071942 2.207025974 45749 0.298195918 6181 0.007812993 162 0.059000918 1223 0.659936192 13680 

6 A O L 582502 563257 74.603599 434567 24.48047315 137888 0.153719635 866 0.575649857 3242 0.006745203 38 0.179812922 1013 

               

TOTAL 19388513 18819251  17620231  1489584  55149  22820  31923  109676 

MEAN 1077139.611 1045513.944 86.43855 978901.7 12.286892 82755 0.2812311 3064 0.2265681 1268 0.1242012 1774 0.642554237 6093 
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Table S4: Microbial taxa that are significantly enriched in winning and losing interactions. 

Prokaryotic orders of bacteria that were significantly enriched as determined ANOVA are listed in 

the first column with the ANOVA p-value listed in the second column.  
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Table S5: Functional genes that are significantly enriched in winning and losing 

interactions. Functional genes from Level 3 of the SEED database that were significantly 

enriched as determined by ANOVA are listed in the first column with the ANOVA p-value listed in 

the second column. 
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